MASTER NUMEROLOGY COMPREHENSIVE READING
FOR DONALD JOHN TRUMP
Born on June 14, 1946

Your Personal Month is: 8
Personal month number tells about the general trends, lessons to be learnt,
difficulties to be faced and the rewards we will get in a particular month.
This is a number when you have to work really hard to make things happen. This
is a great testing time for you. You should try to maintain your calm and remain
composed to make things happen. Efforts are required to reach the heights of
success. Make a conscious effort in maintaining your calm to get material
success. Sometimes you will need to put repeated efforts in a thing to achieve
success.
Your BirthDay Number is: 14
This number tells about the various happenings that might occur in your midlife.
Your life is generally divided into three parts. The first part is the period when you
lay the foundation of your life. It's the developmental stage of one's life. The
middle part is the most important period of a person's life. It's the period to take
some major decisions in your life. You slowly evolve into a mature person. You
lead a life of your own. A person dabbles with various issues. A strong and
happening middle life leads to comfortable and happy late life. You also come to
know about your various inborn and unexplored talents from this number. This
makes you explore them to the fullest. You get mental satisfaction and happiness
by pursuing the various talents that you possess. Sometimes you don't recognize
where your real inclination lies and put your energy and time in fields where you
don't have any interest. You can get benefit from this number by putting your
whole concentration in the field, which you can handlewith skill and make the
most of it.
People born on the 14th day of a month like the company of people and working
in groups excites them. You love to travel to different exotic places to feel
stimulated. You are adaptable to changes. You have excellent written
communication skills, which makes you a good writer and an editor. People of
this number have many talents. You are very versatile and there are few things
you cannot do. Once you have made a commitment you work hard towards its
completion. You have good social skills. You are confident and headstrong but
your luck is also helpful in making things happen for you. This makes you
express your ideas in an effective way. You have a calm and composed exterior
and beneath that exterior, lies an emotional turbulence due to rapid changes in
your life and frequent mood swings. You are innovative and work in a systematic
manner. Even though you are very systematic and methodical, sometimes you
become impatient and get annoyed with routine work of any kind. You have good
grasping power and you understand a situation quickly. You don't shirk
responsibility. You have a progressive and liberal attitude.
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Your Hidden Passion Number is: 4
All of us are born with some talents. This number tells you about your hidden
talents and strengths. This number also reveals your personality. We also get an
idea about how to use and direct our positive strengths in the right way so that
we reap the maximum benefits out of it. It is like a guide to your life.
You are a practical and realistic person. You work methodically and in an
organized way. You like to go into the details of a matter and thus tend to lose
patience and concentration. Otherwise you like to do things in a steady and
disciplined way. You appreciate hard work. You yourself put much effort to the
work at hand. You don't like to experiment and follow the conventional way to do
and complete a work. You like to go on a steady and calm manner. You are a
practical and realistic individual. You practice a great level of self discipline and
determination. You have very good concentration power. There is a tendency to
get too rigid or bogged down by details.
Your Current LifePath Period Number is: 3
Our life is divided into three parts. The first part is the first stage of a person's life.
This is the developmental stage of a person's life. The second stage helps to
understand yourself and develop your creative talents. Having gone through the
various experiences in the third stage you are a wise person with great
understanding about people and situations.
This is the time when you work and think in a mature manner and achieve
success in your different ventures. People would be attracted by your charisma
and friendliness. This is a period when you face new challenges in life with
confidence and guts. Your success will come from areas like arts, poetry, and
acting etc. You are charismatic and attractive; people will love your company.
This is the time to remain focused on your goals and not to dabble on different
matters. You are socially active and people would like to be in your company.
Life Path Period 1 from age 0 - 24 is 5
This is the first stage of a person's life. It starts with your birth goes on till your
mid-life. This is a development phase. These are the basic, foundational years of
a person's life. In this period the foundations for your future years are laid.
Life Path Period 2 from age 25 - 51 is 5
The middle stage of a person's life is divided into two parts. This period extends
the midlife of a person. This is the most important period since most of significant
events of a person's life happen in this period. In this period your full
concentration falls on your family and your profession. You go through different
experiences of life and prepare yourself for life's final stages.
Life Path Period 3 from age 52 on is 2
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This is the last and final stage of a person's life. In this period you need to
analyze whatever you have experienced and learnt in the previous two periods.
This is the time for some reflection. In this time you are likely to settle all the
differences and lead a peaceful and calm life.
Your Personal Year Number is: 3
This number describes the pattern of the particular year. Each year of your life is
different in one way or the other from the other years of your life. There are
basically nine personal years in the life of a person. It coincides with the calendar
year.
It is a year when you will be very Social & Creative. You will be a social butterfly
this year. You will have a bright and cheerful demeanor this year. This is a year
to maintain contacts with old friends and broaden your social horizon. It is also a
year to make some new friends. In this year you may get involved in a romantic
affair or your existing love affair may bloom. You want to live life to its fullest now
though you might face its negative effects later in life. You responsibilities are
lessened. You will exhaust your energies and be involved in too many things at
the same time. You may be laden with work. So you should take some time off
and try to enjoy life as well. It is also an ideal year to develop your creative
talents i.e. talents related to arts. You might get recognition for your artistic works
in this year. Your freewheeling attitude may make you less responsible and
impractical. You are also prone to take rash decisions. So you need to be extra
careful about your acts. In this year you might not get major financial benefits.
Pinnacle Phases
You should aim for different goals to be fulfilled at different periods in your life.
Pinnacles are such peak and important periods in your life in which you should
aim for important goals, understand and try to instill in yourself the characteristics
needed to achieve the goals.
Our life is divided into 4 long-term periods and cycles. Different pinnacle numbers
signify the pinnacle periods in your life. One can feel the transition from one
Pinnacle period to the next. Your Pinnacles reveal the general conditions, events
you will experience, the atmosphere, or the essential challenge you will be faced
with in one particular period. You can thus prepare for the next pinnacle period of
your life in advance.
First Pinnacle from age 0-35 years is 1
You should keep your focus on your dreams. You should have willpower and try
to keep an eye on your goals. You should be flexible to handle difficulties and
adversities in different ways. In this period you show rapid self-improvement and
growth. You must be careful not to become too self-centered since this attitude
will only harm you. You should be strong as well as flexible. Be open to different
ideas and suggestions from different sources and then take your own decisions
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after examining the pros and cons of all options. This will give you a strong sense
of your individuality and strength.
Second Pinnacle from age 30-38 is 7
This period is appropriate for your inner development and some soul searching.
You will be contemplating and thoughtful and deal with personal questions of
your life with expertise. There will be growth of your spiritual side. You are
expressive and your nature and its study would be beneficial to you in the sense
that it would give you a mental and spiritual satisfaction. It is also a period when
you need to specialize in a field since your power of concentration is enhanced at
this time. You ability to study in all forms - reading, self reflection, and
contemplation - will reach an all-time high. You develop a high sense of intuition
which makes your path a little easier and more direct, since you know what to do
next.
You have the ability to concentrate on one field and become an expert in that
field. You have the capability to do through study of a field of study. You need to
concentrate and work on close relationships, especially with your spouse and
children. In this period you desire to do things in perfection. You become
depressed if you don't attain the desired results so you should keep your goals
realistic.
Third Pinnacle from age 38-46 is 8
This signifies the period when you will want to achieve success, fame and
wealth. This is the period when you can achieve all the fame and wealth that you
have dreamt of. You are confident, competitive and prefer to be independent.
You don't like to be lead and want to do things and handle situations according to
your own terms Most of your concerns involve money and learning of the power
that comes with its proper manipulation. Material success, status, money and
luxury make all the difference to you. Your ultimate goal is to lead a significant
life in the society. You need to remain balanced. This is a period when you
develop talents for dealing financial matters and business successfully. This is a
time when you get rewards from your business and other financial projects. You
have a sense of sound judgment and vision which becomes the main factor for
financial success.
People respect and look to up to you. People show trust on you and would walk
on the way shown by you. You have the ability to start large business ventures
and enterprises. You can deal with varied problems and see them as a
challenge. In this period you move towards the realization of your dreams with
confidence and clarity. This is a period when one is highly ambitious and would
like to achieve more and more in less time. This is a period of making the most of
the time since a person is raring to be independent and show his / her mettle.
One shows confidence and competitiveness in whatever one does. In this time, a
person's primary concern is money and how to manipulate it for achieving
success in life and significant status in society. This is a significant period to
achieve success but one needs to be grounded and show a balanced approach
to make the most of this period.
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Fourth Pinnacle from age 48 & beyond is 7
This period is appropriate for your inner development and some soul searching.
You will be contemplating and thoughtful and deal with personal questions of
your life with expertise. There will be growth of your spiritual side. You are
expressive and your nature and its study would be beneficial to you in the sense
that it would give you a mental and spiritual satisfaction. It is also a period when
you need to specialize in a field since your power of concentration is enhanced at
this time. You ability to study in all forms - reading, self reflection, and
contemplation - will reach an all-time high. You develop a high sense of intuition
which makes your path a little easier and more direct, since you know what to do
next.
You have the ability to concentrate on one field and become an expert in that
field. You have the capability to do through study of a field of study. You need to
concentrate and work on close relationships, especially with your spouse and
children. In this period you desire to do things in perfection. You become
depressed if you don't attain the desired results so you should keep your goals
realistic.
Your Subconscious Self Number is: 9
You face different situations in life. Some are very difficult to tackle. This number
tells about how to deal with those situations. It tells you about your inner
strengths and how you can use them to deal with those situations. This number
tells you how to strengthen your confidence and assertiveness so that you can
face life's challenges successfully. If you face sudden changes in your life, this
number shows how to deal and respond in sudden situations. The Subconscious
Self reflects the confidence you have in your personal power and competence,
as well as your weaknesses and the part of your character that needs to be
strengthened.
People having this number as their Subconscious Self Number, are very
mysterious so it's difficult to understand them properly. You like to remain in your
own world. You are generally indifferent to the feelings of others. Though you
remain in isolation and don't generally seek the help of others, you face troubled
times with confidence and competency. Your ability to do things on your own and
be successful in completing them often make you arrogant and selfish. Due to
your withdrawn nature it becomes very difficult for anyone to understand you.
You are not interested in others affairs and are very impersonal. In the face of
trouble, you are often competent and balanced. You may be arrogant failing to
recognize your weaknesses. You should control your anger. Those with
Subconscious Self Number 9 are somewhat impersonal and like to be in their
own world. You are difficult to get to know. You do not demonstrate your
affections, though you often have deep feelings and great compassion. You can
deal with any difficult situation confidently and in a controlled manner. You have
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no specific Karmic Lessons and so you are not vulnerable to Life's ups and
downs as others sometimes are.
Your Life Path Number is: 3
This number is one of the most important numbers that gives an overall idea
about the life of a person. It is a number that is formed by adding the numbers of
your birth date. Life path number is a number, which is also called a person's life
direction number since in a way it tells you how your life would continue
throughout. This number tells us about the traits that you are born with, and the
traits that you will keep acquiring and developing in your life span. It gives us an
overall idea about a person's life struggles, the various ups and downs he/she
might have to face, his/her good and bad times as well as achievements and
failures.
People with life path number 3 love the association of others. You are a warm
and friendly person, a social person. You are a good communicator and express
your views to others openly. You are comfortable in starting a conversation with
others and others feel comfortable in your association. You are big hearted and
bubbling with positive energy. People feel happy and inspired in your association.
You also seek association of similar persons. You are also very sensitive and
emotional. You get hurt easily and tend to withdraw yourself from such situations.
You are cautious of not hurting the feelings of others. You can handle the
problems coming in your way with ease. People of this number give more than
they receive from others. You usually find yourself in a relationship where you
find yourself with a demanding partner. In relationships you are loyal to your
partner. Any setback in a relationship gives you a lot of mental turmoil. People of
this number should learn how to handle the highs and lows of their life.You don 't
like routine work and get bored of this very easily. You are neither comfortable in
a dominating environment. You have creative energies in yourself and you have
your focus on different and varied matters. You have frequent mood swings and
don't seem to understand the need of the hour. You are critical and intolerant
towards those who are slow thinkers and are overly concerned about the details
of a matter.
Your Destiny Or Expression Number is: 5
A destiny number is the number one gets by adding all the letters of a person's
name. This number indicates your inborn talents and how you can achieve the
maximum from your life as a whole. This number reveals how, by using these
talents, you can achieve certain tasks in your lifetime, and the areas in which you
tend to be successful. This number also tells you about your hidden potentialities
and destiny in life. Unlike the life path number that tells you about the person you
are, the destiny number reveals what you can strive to become. This number
guides you in your area of interest and in the different fields that you are likely to
be successful.
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You make important persons in society since you possess multiple talents. You
know how to make the most of your multiple talents with your honesty, integrity
and hard work. You put your positive traits in good use for the welfare of people
at large. You have a very progressive attitude and want to gain knowledge
through whatever opportunities come your way. You are aware of your own
talents and do your best to utilize them in the right direction. You are not
stubborn and are open to changes and variations in life. You are practical and
think in an analytical and logical manner. People appreciate your views and
thoughts and they do seek your advice. You have good communicative skills and
express your views and ideas in an impressive and artistic way. People of this
number become successful in the fields where the creative bent of mind is
utilized. You give importance to all the options that come to your mind and tend
to lose direction in this way. You become impatient and restless and soon lose
interest in a particular thing.
Your Challenge Number is: 0 3 3 3
Life is not a bed of roses. It's full of hurdles to get over and mountains to climb.
The impediments of life are called challenges. The Challenge must be overcome
to grow and develop properly. We learn by facing challenges and deal with it
effectively. The Life Path indicates the nature of the challenge.
There are generally three challenges included in your life path. Two are subchallenges and one is the main challenge. A number represents a challenge and
reflects the tone of the confrontation.
The first sub challenge indicates problems in the first part of your life, and the
second sub challenge indicates problems during the second half of the life. The
Final Challenge indicates a potential weakness and problem throughout the
entire life.
First Challenge Number is 0
There are two possibilities in this period. Either the hurdles during this period
may not be many, or they may be coming from all directions. This is also called
the challenge of choice. You may be confused about your priorities. You can
analyze a situation realistically considering all possible solutions. You may find it
difficult to take a strong decision and take actions according to the decisions. To
overcome this challenge you should learn to have the faith in your own abilities.
You should be confident about the decisions you take. You should act carefully.
You should analyze, make a choice then act with ease and comfort. People in
whom this challenge is found are generally highly evolved and can make their
own decisions about and know where the difficulties of life are going to come
from. To deal with this challenge you should have the characteristics of all the
numbers i.e. the independence of 1, the diplomacy of 2, the optimism of 3, the
application of 4, the understanding of 5, the adjustment of 6, the wisdom of the 7,
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the constructive power of 8, the universal service of 9. In other words, to deal
with the challenge of 0 you need to be a very resourceful and talented person.
Second Challenge Number is 3
In the challenge of the number 3 you have a tendency to concentrate on too
many things at a time and thus finally you might not get satisfactory results from
any of them. You are brimming with imagination. Though you have good writing
skills, you find it really difficult to express yourself verbally. You tend to be
isolated and reclusive though deep inside you feel that you should be more social
and friendly. You have inborn talents of writing, acting, or speaking, but you are
not willing to take on these activities since these might make you face some hard
criticisms. You should try to come out of your shell, be bold and more assertive.
This attitude is needed for expressing your creative talents more effectively. You
should try to become more social and express yourself creatively. In this period
you won't be able to relax and enjoy life to its fullest. You need to have
confidence in your self and take decisions independently. You should have an
open and harmonious relationship with others. You need to be tactful in dealing
with others and express your feeling to them without being rude to them. You are
very much aware of your shortcomings and feel depressed about them. You
should trust yourself and try to bring the best out of yourself by putting stress on
your positive sides.
Third Challenge Number is 3
In the challenge of the number 3 you have a tendency to concentrate on too
many things at a time and thus finally you might not get satisfactory results from
any of them. You are brimming with imagination. Though you have good writing
skills, you find it really difficult to express yourself verbally. You tend to be
isolated and reclusive though deep inside you feel that you should be more social
and friendly. You have inborn talents of writing, acting, or speaking, but you are
not willing to take on these activities since these might make you face some hard
criticisms. You should try to come out of your shell, be bold and more assertive.
This attitude is needed for expressing your creative talents more effectively. You
should try to become more social and express yourself creatively. In this period
you won't be able to relax and enjoy life to its fullest. You need to have
confidence in your self and take decisions independently. You should have an
open and harmonious relationship with others. You need to be tactful in dealing
with others and express your feeling to them without being rude to them. You are
very much aware of your shortcomings and feel depressed about them. You
should trust yourself and try to bring the best out of yourself by putting stress on
your positive sides.
Fourth Challenge Number is 3
In the challenge of the number 3 you have a tendency to concentrate on too
many things at a time and thus finally you might not get satisfactory results from
any of them. You are brimming with imagination. Though you have good writing
skills, you find it really difficult to express yourself verbally. You tend to be
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isolated and reclusive though deep inside you feel that you should be more social
and friendly. You have inborn talents of writing, acting, or speaking, but you are
not willing to take on these activities since these might make you face some hard
criticisms. You should try to come out of your shell, be bold and more assertive.
This attitude is needed for expressing your creative talents more effectively. You
should try to become more social and express yourself creatively. In this period
you won't be able to relax and enjoy life to its fullest. You need to have
confidence in your self and take decisions independently. You should have an
open and harmonious relationship with others. You need to be tactful in dealing
with others and express your feeling to them without being rude to them. You are
very much aware of your shortcomings and feel depressed about them. You
should trust yourself and try to bring the best out of yourself by putting stress on
your positive sides.
Your Karmic Debt Number is: 14
The number indicates the mistakes we have made in our previous lifetimes, the
results of those mistakes are generally faced in the next lifetime by a person. We
also learn the methods to handle and rectify them. We also get many
opportunities in our life. This number also signifies the misuse of opportunities in
your previous lifetimes. You can rectify the error in this lifetime by taking an
additional burden known as Karmic Debt. In more elaborate terms we know that
the spiritual being or the soul incarnates on the earth many times in order to
further evolve toward higher states of awareness. During this long evolutionary
path of many incarnations, we generally gather lot of wisdom, and have gone
through many experiences and learnt from those experiences. We have also
made mistakes, and have sometimes abused the natural talents and gifts we
have been given. To correct such misdeeds and errors, we may take on an
additional burden to our next birth in order to learn a particular lesson that we
failed to learn in previous lifetimes. In numerological terms this burden is called a
Karmic Debt.
You don't like to follow conventions and want to try different and innovative ways
of dealing with a situation. You have a carefree nature. You cherish your
independence. You are flexible and you can adapt to different situations in life.
Sometimes you misuse your freedom and abuse your power. The debt is due to
the misuse of power made in your earlier lives. You are sensitive and emotionally
vulnerable due to the consequences of this Karmic Debt. The consequences of
your previous deeds might hurt your feelings and you will indulge in alcohol and
drugs to seek solace. You need to remain balanced and down to earth, modest
and respect the feelings of other people as well to avoid the consequences of
this number and be successful in your goals and desires.
You need to be optimistic and goal oriented. This way you will come up with
flying colors. As mentioned earlier this debt is due to abuse of freedom and
indulgence in the wrong things in your previous lifetimes. The debt might hurt
your sensitive feelings and you might be in great pain. Avoid indulgence in
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alcohols, drugs to avoid pain. Try to accept changes. Many times you may be
forced to change in certain hard circumstances and then it will be tougher than
expected to accomplish your tasks.
Your Balance Number is: 7
Different people react differently to the challenges they face in life. Some people
have the habit of withdrawing from difficult situations to think about the problems
thoroughly; others withdraw from their emotions, to escape from feeling anything.
Some people explode with emotions, but allow the explosion to pass quickly.
Others linger with their feelings, thinking about them internally. You need to show
more maturity and self-development to learn new and more effective methods of
handling the world and the problems we confront. In this context, your Balance
Number guides you on how best to deal with difficult or threatening situations.
This number tells you about the difficult times you would face in your life. You
also know about the best way to use your abilities to face the various challenges
in life and how to handle the difficult times.
People with this number as their Balance Number, are generally very emotional
and thus deal with each and every situation in life emotionally. You need to learn
that life is not a bed of roses and there are good and bad times coming at
intervals. Try to have a cool head and examine the situation in an analytical way
so that it becomes easier for you to solve the problem. You should learn to fight
your own battles. You should know the way to use your analytical and keen mind
to solve your problems. You should avoid getting emotional for small issues since
this will not solve the problem. Instead of running away, learn to confront
problems and find a solution. You need to have more control on your emotions
and think logically.
When faced with a difficult situation, you retreat into your shell to escape from it.
You need to realize that the clarity and analytical abilities of your mind are
sufficient to provide you with the insight to solve any problem, and get a clear
path to its solution. You will have to put an effort in confronting and finding
solutions for the issues you face unemotionally and calmly. You have the general
tendency to be engulfed in the emotional aspects of the issue, which dominates
your mind and prevents you from using your clarity to find an answer. You should
try to avoid emotions in finding out an answer. You should learn to find the
solution for the well being of all.
Your Personal Day is: 8
You have to be aware and careful since the things done on this day will lay the
foundation for the days to come. The work you do, your thoughts during the day
will set the platform for the days to come. You will have to pay close attention to
the activities of the day.
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This is a day to take some important professional decisions in life. Business and
financial decisions taken in this day would reap good results. This is the day
when you will be successful in whatever you do. You are able to make quick
decisions since you are full of positive energies on this day.
Your Rational Thought Number is: 1
This number reveals how your mind works in different situations of life. By
knowing your way of thought people can get an idea about your personality. This
number also reveals about your level of intelligence and ability for logical
thinking.
People with this number are full of different innovative ideas. People of this
number view the same situation in different ways. You implement your own ideas
and don't give much importance to those of others. You want to do things in your
own way and don't like your mistakes to be pointed out by others. Instead of
giving up in case of difficult situations you tend to fight till the end. You do not
copy ideas but have your own innovative ideas. You think differently, and view
things from a different perspective that often does not match that of others.
Your HP Bridge Number is: 0
This number is like a bridge between what you really are and what others think
you are. This number helps to make others understand you much better. It also
improves our relationships. This number thus is like a bridge between how you
think you are projecting yourself and the way people see you. This will help
improve your relationships and let others see the real you.
People will feel comfortable in your company and seek your association. You are
in charge of your life but sometimes things may not work out according to your
wishes but you should not lose heart and keep your cool. This is very lucky
number and you will make people feel comfortable around you. Sometimes your
life may go haywire if your Life Path number or your Expression numbers is also
identical to your Heart's Desire number and your Personality number. But you
don't need to worry much as these things will change for the better with time.
Your LE Bridge Number is: 2
This number gives you an idea about who you really are. It helps to bridge the
gap between what you are and what you are trying to become, so that you take
the right steps in life and be successful in whatever you do. The Life Path/
Expression number answers the 'whom' in you. The L/E Bridge Number helps
you understand yourself and it is like the bridge with the path you are taking in
your life. It helps you to understand and change the factors that are stopping you
from leading a happy and prosperous life.
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You basically have a loving and friendly nature, which however, doesn't show up
easily. You need to be more open and tactful so that people don't misunderstand
you. You also need to be more practical and tactful in handling situations so that
others won't take advantage of you easily. You should be careful in dealing with
people because your irresponsible nature might hurt them. You should trust your
own capabilities and be open-minded. You basically have a loving nature, and so
you should show it without any fear. You may need to work with diplomacy, so
that you don't end up hurting anybody. You should lend your helping hand to
others without seeking credit. You should not let others take advantage of you.
You should learn to be more strong and confident.
Your Essence Number is: 1
This particular number indicates the possibilities that may arise during a specific
time period. Your essence number uses the letters in your name, to understand
the different influences you may face. This number tells about the influences your
name might have on your life's happenings. It also forebodes about the possible
happenings of future.
This is a period of a new beginning. In this period of your life you develop new
ideas and expand your existing projects. You will find yourself facing some
radical changes in this period. You will get opportunities for the establishment of
your personal status and recognition. You will gain from your business dealings.
You will interact with people from different walks of life. You will make many new
friends and business associates. You will get recognition from your
achievements. In this period you may face many new developments in your life.
This is the time to experiment with new ideas coming to your mind. In personal
life also you will develop new habits and discard old bad habits. You will gain a
new identity. If this essence period remains for 3 years or more, you may face a
series of dramatic alterations in your life. Or you may see yourself dealing with a
situation that would prolong for many years. When this essence number
coincides with 1 personal year, the effect of this essence is intensified. You will
get many opportunities at this period of your life. You will be confused about
which one to take. You need to make some careful decisions about which one to
take keeping in mind your future goals and aspirations. In this essence, your selfknowledge and self-respect will be enhanced.
Your Realization Or Maturity Number is: 8
This number tells about a person's hidden dreams and desires. It tells you about
the steps that you should take which would be beneficial in attaining the goals
you have set for yourself. It gives you a sense of direction. It also tells you about
how you can contribute back to the world with the knowledge that you have
gained from life. The Maturity Number thus describes your underlying wishes,
desires, and goals that you have set for your later years. It gives you a certain
direction in life and what an individual may contribute back to the universe with
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their unique expressions, creations, and knowledge gained through the
experiences of life.
Once you set your goal, you devote your time and energy in achieving that goal.
You have the inner capabilities and talents in achieving them. People admire you
for this. You like to do things on your own and don't like others to interfere in your
work. You are honest and trustworthy. The influences of 8's make you
overconfident and greedy. A moderate number of 8's give you a sense of stability
and a feeling of security.
Your Inner Dreams Or Personality Number is: 7
This number is indicative of the various aspects and sides of our personality.
Your personal side, professional side, business sense, spiritual side, your level of
intelligence and your creative and artistic side are all exposed and understood by
this number. This helps to make others understand you properly, so that it
becomes easier for them to deal and interact with you. Your personality number
is like a gateway to your true self and indicates how others perceive you.
People of this personality number cherish being in isolation. They do not like to
socialize much with others. You are a very private person and don't like to
express all of your inner thoughts and desires to others. You are basically loners.
You get enjoyment from your loneliness. You would love to remain in a shell. You
are self- reflective and are more spiritually inclined. You don't allow letting people
get very close to you. All these characteristics make you unique and different
from others. You have a high level of intelligence. With this level of intelligence
you can accumulate a vast reservoir of knowledge and wisdom. Rather than
being socially active you would spend the rest of your lives in search of this
wisdom and knowledge. You love to grab all opportunities you get to read and
shut yourself away from the worldly distractions. You are serious and intelligent.
You like your private space and don't like people intruding it. You are generally
different from the others. You are spiritually inclined. You would like to spend the
rest of your life in pursuit of knowledge and wisdom.
Your Planes of Expression is towards Mental
Your Personal Aspects: Mental Ability 46 - Strong
Physical Ability 20 - Average
Emotional Ability 26 - Average
Intuitive Ability 6 - Weak
A person 's total life is divided into 4 parts. The four parts are the physical,
mental, emotional and the intuitive sides of a person's personality can be gauged
from these 4 sides of his/her personality. This number tells about a person's
temperament and nature. The four parts show the different aspects of a person's
general nature. This number also tells about which of the four sides of a person
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is strong. Any of the 4 parts can be dominant in a person that subdues the other
parts. A personality of a person can be determined by analyzing which of the four
parts are dominant. A person experience life on four different levels i.e. the
physical level; the mental level; the emotional makeup; level and the intuitive
level. Each of these areas can perceive information in different ways. The
physical body can touch, taste, get pleasure, and experience pain. It makes us
feel the physical world with these senses. The mental body, like the emotional
and intuitive natures, makes us get a taste of the invisible worlds. Our minds help
us think. The heart deals with the world of emotion. With our feelings we can
learn many things about ourselves and about others. Finally, we can have direct
contact with the higher realms by way of intuition. Each person has these four
faculties.
Plane of expression: Physical (body):
People with a dominant physical plane of expression have a basic strong
constitution. You have a flexible and a strong body. You can undergo physical
strain. You are a versatile human being and you are resourceful. You are flexible
and you want change in intervals. You like to travel to places and meet different
people of different cultures and backgrounds. You have varied ideas and you
have the inborn talents to express those ideas in an effective way. You are
attracted to new and different things. You also look for excitement in your life.
You seek and gain knowledge and understanding through varied experiences.
You want to lead life in an unique and an innovative way. You don't like things to
be done in a tried and tested, conventional and traditional way. You have good
communication skills. You can express yourself in an efficient way. You have
persuasive skills and people are convinced by the way you talk to them. This
makes you a good salesman. It also tells about how you react and adjust to your
environment. This side constitutes your five senses i.e. touch, taste etc. It tells
about your strengths and weaknesses.
Planes of expression: Mental (mind):
The Mental Plane of Expression describes your thought process and how your
mind works in different situations. It helps you to know about and understand
how things work logically. It reveals how you react to different situations. People
having dominant mental plane of expression have strong personalities. You show
serious concern with logic, reason and precise fact-finding. You deal with a
situation with logic and practicality. You are capable of being a very strong
leader. You will excel in whichever competitive field you select. You have a high
reasoning power, which can compete with the best in your environment.
Plane of Expression: Emotional (heart):
People with dominant Emotional plane of expression have their heart rule their
emotional senses. This plane of expression helps you realize your sensitivity.
You approach your life principally reacting to certain situations. Basically it
explores your EQ (emotional quotient) and inner perceptive. The emotional side
of your personality is very strong in your makeup. You view things with emotion
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and imagination without much concern for the genuine facts of the matter. You
get carried away easily at times. You ideas and viewpoints are original and
creative and you carry your work with care. Your sentimental, sympathetic and
caring side is also very strong. You are open and honest in any relationship. Your
heart dominates this part of your personality. Your sensitive and emotional side is
expressed by this part of your personality.
Plane of Expression: Intuitive (spirit):
People with a dominant Spiritual Plane of Expression are highly sensitive. Your
intuition is very strong. It helps you to understand your spirituality. You are
concerned with the spiritual, metaphysical and the philosophical issues of life.
You should listen to your inner voice for spiritual guidance and direction. You are
compassionate and kind. You always look for spiritual guidance. You seek your
soul's inner development. Your spiritual side is expressed by this part of your
personality. You come to terms with your inner self and know your hidden
strengths and weaknesses.

Your Soul Urge Or Heart's Desire Number is: 7
The Soul's Urge or the heart's desire number has an important influence on our
lives. This number indicates what we value most in our lives. This number thus
tells us about our inner desires, urges, likes and dislikes. Satisfying these urges
and desires makes us contended and at peace with ourselves.
People with this Soul Urge number get satisfaction from gaining spiritual
knowledge about the world around them. You have an inborn tendency to
observe and appreciate the many wonders of nature. You get a sense of
fulfillment by spending sometime in isolation and seeking wisdom about this
world.
People with a 7 Soul Urge number like to spend hours in solitude, reading books
of various types. You have a tendency to dream in solitude, and acquire
knowledge and wisdom. You are too laid back and withdrawn to really
understand the workings of the business world and succeed in that field. You are
more mentally active than physically active. You may be sitting at one place but
your mind may actually be wondering in different directions. You are basically
shy and timid and avoid interaction with people such as attending social
functions.
You are very introverted so it becomes difficult for people to understand you
properly. You are also very selective when it comes to making friends since you
can't easily mix with people and adapt to different life situations. If you don't
make a conscious effort to interact with people then you might become too
introverted and isolated.
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